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“I am a big fan of Dr. William Marty. He sees Scripture 
with such heart that you can feel its pulse on every page.”

—Beth Moore, Living Proof Ministries

The Whole Bible Story by Dr. William H. Marty

Minneapolis, MN—The Bible has long been a book revered for its moral codes, its wisdom, and 
its record of history. In children’s Sunday school, short stories that can teach a lesson are plucked 
from its pages. Yet the Bible is hardly given credence as an adult story book.

And yet, that is exactly what it is: a beautiful account of God’s love for people through history. 
The events are exciting, tender, and at times awe-inspiring, but often they can get lost among the 
laws, genealogies, prophecies, poetry, and instructions. Sometimes believers need to get back to 
the just the story.

“Simply reading the Bible from cover to cover is a daunting task,” says Dr. William H. Marty, a 
Bible Professor at Moody Bible Institute. “And it can be difficult to follow the storyline because 
the books are not recorded in chronological order.”

His solution is his new book, The Whole Bible Story. In it, Dr. Marty  retells the entire Bible story 
in one easy-to-read, chronological account. All the stories you remember from childhood—
Noah, David, Esther, Daniel, and, of course, Jesus—are part of one grand narrative.

“It is not a paraphrase of the Bible’s sixty-six books, and it is not intended to replace Bible  
reading,” he says. “My hope is that it will motivate people to read the Bible.”

By moving the action smoothly from story to story without slowing down for law, poetry, 
prophecy, or instruction, The Whole Bible Story presents the entire narrative of the Bible in 
chronological order from creation to the New Testament Church. It can be read straight through 
or used as a reference tool for better understanding of specific biblical events. 

Each chapter includes a quick listing of the main characters and setting as well as an end-of-
chapter summary. Perfect for new Christians looking to understand the overall flow of the Bible 
or seasoned believers wanting a refresher course. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Dr. William H. Marty (ThD, Dallas Theological Seminary) is Professor of Bible at Moody 
Bible Institute and has published two textbooks, Surveying the New Testament and Survey 
of the Old Testament. He is unique among Bible college professors in that he teaches and 
writes on both the New and Old Testaments. Dr. Marty lives with his wife in Chicago.
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